INTRODUCTION

63
In order to live and thrive, animals need to transmit sensory information across many levels the interactions between neurons might also carry important information for neural coding (Salinas and 
98
To better understand how tactile information is processed in S1 and how it is modulated with 99 behavior, we studied the neural responses to tactile stimulation of the hand during passive 100 movement and rest. By using an information theory based analysis, we directly quantified the 101 information encoded in individual units as well as in unit pairs, and two putative coding 
153
Tactile stimulator and training protocols
155
Tactile stimulation was achieved by using a push type solenoid actuator (STA-195201, Ladex
156
Inc.), which was mounted under a finger cast. The finger cast and hand cast were attached to 157 an exoskeletal robotic system KINARM (BKIN Technologies) (Fig. 1A) . This allowed the arm to 158 be moved freely while the system delivered reliable tactile stimuli. The solenoid was controlled 159 by a PC via a digital card (PCI-6229, National Instruments Inc.) through a customized program 160 written in Matlab (Mathworks, Inc.). A return spring was used to pull the plunger back after each 161 tactile indentation. The diameter of the solenoid plunger, which indents the skin, was 1mm. The 162 tactile stimuli were applied to the finger pad that showed a receptive field when lightly touching.
163
Each tactile stimulation control pulse could produce skin displacement around 1 mm deep for 164 0.3s. The tactile stimuli were applied randomly at a mean frequency of 0.5 Hz during periods in 165 which the animal's arm was passively moved or rested without moving.
166
Before recording began monkeys were well trained to be seated quietly in a non-human 167 primate chair with their right arms and hands restrained to the KINARM. The finger to be 
191
(response window in Fig. 2 A) .The 50ms length was based on the optimized window length in
192
the following information analysis (see figure 5 C).Neuronal modulation was analyzed by the baseline rate (f bl ), which is the mean rate during baseline window, c) activation duration (Ta in 195 Fig. 2 A) , which is calculated as width of the response curve at the half of the response range
196
(h/2 in Fig. 2A ), d) the peak latency, which is the time from touch onset to firing peak within the 197 response window, e) modulation strength, which is defined as the ratio of response range (h) to 198 the baseline rate (f bl ), f) the area under the response curve (shaded area in Fig. 2 A) 
227
229
where , is the total mutual information carried by unit pairs about the 
242
Information calculated with the empirical probability distribution can have a strong bias 243 when the number of trials is limited; however it can be alleviated by using advanced techniques. 
257
Smirnov test (kstest2, MATLAB) was performed to compare whether two variables were likely to
258
have come from the same distribution or not. All the significance levels of the above tests were 259 set at 0.05, unless stated otherwise. All data analyses were performed using MATLAB (Math
260
Works Inc.).
262
RESULTS
264
We recorded neural responses to tactile stimulation under two conditions (passive movement than were activated (4%) by movement (Fig.3 D) . In the following analysis we only looked at the strength was stronger during rest than during movement (Fig. 4 C) . Also there was a short peak 302 latency (Fig. 4 D) during passive movement than during rest. The areas under the response 303 curve were stable and there was no significant difference between the two states (Fig. 4 E) .
304
Parallel to modulation of individual units, the correlation coefficient between unit pairs was also 305 calculated after binning (50ms window) the two spike trains into two time series, and we found
306
that there was a significant decrease during movement (Fig. 4 F) .
308
Tactile information encoding strategies and the gating effect of movement
310
The above analysis only showed that the neurons significantly responded to tactile stimuli in a 311 movement dependent manner. By using an information based method, the tactile information 312 encoded in the neural activity can be quantitatively calculated (see figure 5 for method). In order
313
to optimize the calculation of mutual information between tactile stimulus and neural activity, we 314 first optimized the window's length (since touch onset),and found that the mutual information
315
showed an increase as the window length increased until maximized at around 50 ms (Fig.5C ).
316
Then we optimized the window center by taking the above optimal window length and found that 317 the information peaked when the window centered at 20 ms after tactile stimulus onset (Fig.5D ),
318
which agrees with the above population peak response (as seen in figure 2A ). In line with the 319 above short peak latency results ( Fig. 2A) , the mutual information also peaked earlier during 320 movement than during rest (Fig.5C) . By using the optimized window parameters (50ms length 321 centered at 20ms after touch onset), the mutual information was calculated for all the 322 subsequent analysis.
information encoded in either individual units or unit pairs was significantly higher during rest 325 than during passive movement, which indicates that tactile information might be gated by 326 movement (Fig 6. A) . As the sensory gating by movement was also observed in the above firing 327 rate modulation, we tested the correlation between the gated information (I g ), which is the shows it can also provide additional power for separating different contributions.
337
As correlated firing has been observed during demanding or sensory selective processing suppressed by movement (Fig. 6D) . For unit pairs, the mutual information of spatial coding 342 (I spatial ) was significantly higher than that of rate coding (I rate ) ( Fig. 6A and Fig. 6D ), and the 343 information gain (I g = I spatial -I rate ) showed a significant increase during movement compared with 344 rest (Fig. 6 E) . Although the absolute value of the information gain is small, the gain as a 345 percentage change to rate coding was clearer and larger during movement than during rest
346
(signrank, p<0.001) ( 
352
( Fig. 7 B) . Interestingly, movement had different effects on these two information components.
353
The information component from uncorrelated activities ( ) was significantly suppressed/gated 354 by movement ( Fig. 7 C) ; on the contrary, movement significantly (kstest, p<1e-10)reduced 355 redundancy and increased the synergistic information, which was seen as a reduced gating 
Tactile Information modulation by movement 369
We observed that the passive movement caused an elevated baseline firing rate for neurons in 370 S1.Our electrode array (1mm length) was implanted next to the central sulcus and covered an 371 area of 3.6 mm by 3.6 mm, thus the recorded neurons were mostly from layer IV/V in area 1 and 
404
We cannot exclude the possibility that a centrally generated movement related signal in S1 
407
Tactile information processing in S1 during passive movement was not simply limited to sensory 
433
'move only', the gating influence was even clearer and stronger.
434
Information encoding strategy and the effect of movement 435
The neural modulation analysis tested if neurons were responsive to tactile stimulus and their 436 responses were regulated by movement ( Fig. 2 and 4) .Beside firing rate based analysis, 
463
On the other hand, the total correlation of the 'noise' and 'signal' is related with the synchrony 
468
'synchrony' we present here was from a longer timescale (not 'synchrony' in a strict sense 506   507  508  509  510  511  512  513  514  515  516  517  518  519  520  521  522  523  524  525  526  527  528  529  530  531  532  533  534  535  536 
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Rate coding will refer to the coding strategy that takes the total spike counts in a bin /window, 770 whose parameters, window length (C) and window center (D), will be optimized. For unit pairs,
771
there is another 'spatial coding', which will be referred when looking at binned spike counts from 
